1. White Plains MTA Metro North Station
   **Installation:** “Blue Rails (White Plains)” by Barbara Takenaga
   **Mural:** “Forte (Quarropas)” by Barbara Takenaga

2. Greystar
   **Mural:** “Vibercity” mural by Yuke Li
   **Mural:** by Andrey Kravtsov

3. City Square, a GDC property
   **Sculpture:** 50 Main Street: “Fragment of Something Bigger” by Georgi Minchev
   **Mural:** by Misha Tyutyunik
   **Gallery Stop:** One Martine Gallery

4. Gateway, One North Lexington
   **Sculpture:** Colorfield by Shelley Parriott

5. Hamilton Green
   **Mural:** by artist TBD

6. The Galleria
   **Mural:** by Chris Soria
   **Gallery Stop:** The Serious Fun Art Fair

7. Renaissance Plaza
   **Installation:** by Cheryl Wing-Zi Wong
   **Sculpture:** by Margaret Roleke
   **Pop-up Performances**
   **Family Fun:** Art-making Activities

8. The Opus and Renaissance Park
   **Sculpture:** “Hi 5 Taxi Cab” by Tom Fruin
   **Sculpture:** Hector’s Rise by Emile Alzamora
   **Sculpture:** Renaissance Woman by Alice Mizrachi

9. Grace Chrch
   **Performance:** Downtown Music at Grace

10. White Plains City Hall
    **Interactive Event:** The Poet is In (Saturday)

11. ArtsWestchester
    **Mural:** “Brighter Colors Better Life” by Wane One
    **Installation:** “Metropolis Sunrise” by Amanda Browder
    **Gallery Stop:** “The Social Fabric: Common Threads and Uncommon Visions” exhibition

12. Arts Avenue at Mamaroneck Ave
    **Performance:** The Serious Fun Stage (Sat & Sun)
    **Family Fun:** Art making activities
    **Break Time:** The Serious Fun Food Court

13. Court Street
    **Mural:** by Signature Unknown (Scott Chasse & Kenley Darling)
    **Gallery Stop:** Fair Street USA Exhibition, by the City of White Plains

14. The White Plains Public Library
    **Performance:** Poetry Slam

15. The Mitchell, 131 Mamaroneck Avenue
    **Mural:** 2022 by Bianca Romero

16. Silverman Realty, 146 East Post Road
    **Mural:** by Misha Tyutyunik

17. Southern Land, 250 Mamaroneck Avenue
    **Mural:** by Oscar Lett
    **Mural:** “Fish City” by Erwin Ong

18. Beitel Group, One Lyon Place
    **Mural:** by Nick Kuszyk

19. LMC, 60 South Broadway
    **Mural:** by Wane One
    **Mural:** by Daniel Carello
    **Mural:** by Oscar Lett
    **Mural:** by Jana Liptak
    **Mural:** by Ann Ladd

20. RMS, 51 South Broadway
    **Mural:** “Pandora” by Christopher Rios

21. Lower Tibbetts Park
    **Sculpture:** by Fitzhugh Karol

22. Toll Brothers, Adora Row, Westchester Avenue
    **Mural:** by Artist TBD
    **Mural:** by Artist TBD

And also see...
“Wayfinding” by Sarah Divi – an installation throughout downtown White Plains